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L.O.  I understand how to compare and 
group every day materials according to 

their properties. 
 

Success Criteria: 
 

I must understand the vocabulary relating 
to grouping materials. 
 
I should be able to use the properties of 
materials to group them correctly. 
 
I could give reasons, based on evidence 
from testing, for particular uses of 
materials. 

 

Input: Tell the children that we will be continuing with 
our changing states topic. Allow them to recap what they 
have learnt so far. Allow them to pair share the different 

properties of solids, liquids and gases. Introduce the 
children to the vocabulary we can use to compare and 

group materials, such as: conductor, insulator, 
transparent, opaque, translucent, soluble and insoluble. 

Allow them to explore what these words mean. Show 
them the Mohs scale, that is used to compare the 

hardness of materials and say this is one way that we can 
group materials. Show the children this video: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/how-do-you-
test-the-properties-of-materials/6654.html. On testing 
properties of materials. Show examples of transparent 

objects and conductors and insulators. 
 

Task: In mixed ability groups, children work on a carousel 
and walk around to each table comparing the materials 

and filling in the table for their books (one table on 
conductivity, one on hardness, one on transparency and 

one on solubility). 
 

Plenary: Share answers and clarify misconceptions. 

For Mohs Scale Test: 
Nail 

Spoon 
Glass 

A Coin 
Brass spilt pin 

Chalk 
For Transparency test: 

Tissue paper 
Card 

Wood 
Glass 

Scarf (translucent) 
For Conductivity test: 

Wire 
Penny 
Tin Foil 

Plastic bottle 
Rubber 
Paper 

For solubility Test: 
Sugar 
Salt 

Water 
Staples 

Oil 
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L.O. I understand the different ways that mixtures can be separated. 
 

Success Criteria: 
 

I must understand what filtering, evaporation, sieving and magnetism are. 
 
I should be able to test my own predictions. 
 
I could understand how these processes work in real life situations. 
 

I can plan different types of scientific enquiries to answer questions 
 
I can report and present findings from enquiries 
 
I can identify scientific evidence that has been used to support or refute 
ideas or arguments 
 

 

Input: Recap with children what they learnt last lesson.  
Recap the meaning of some of the key vocabulary: dissolving, 

filtering, soluble, insoluble, evaporation. Show the children 
some examples of science concept cartoons and allow them 
to discuss each one, deciding on how to best separate the 
items. Then show combinations of mixtures and allow the 
children to discuss what they would use to separate those 

(introduce magnetism).  Examples will include rice and flour, 
paper clips and cubes, salt and water and pasta and sugar. 

Children write down predictions. 
 

Task: Allow children time to test out their predictions. How 
did they separate each of the mixtures and why? Children 

then copy and complete the paragraph on separation. 
 

Plenary: Check children’s understanding and clarify any 
misconceptions. Children discuss where these methods 

might be used in everyday life. 

Jars 
Salt 

Pencils 
Flour 

Paper Clips 
Cubes 

Water (hot) 
Pasta 

Stones 
Rice 
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L.O. I understand thermal conductivity. 
 

Success Criteria: 
 

I can define thermal conductivity. 
 
I should be able to list everyday examples of 
thermal conductors and insulators. 
 
I could plan a scientific enquiry into the best 
thermal insulators. 
 

I can plan different types of scientific enquiries 
to answer questions, including recognising and 
controlling variables where necessary 
I can take measurements, using a range of 
scientific equipment, with increasing accuracy 
and precision, taking repeat readings when 
appropriate 
I can report and present findings from enquiries, 
including conclusions 

Input: Recap the work from previous lessons. Ask the children to pair share what they 
think thermal conductivity might mean? Tell the children that materials that allow 

heat (or thermal) energy to pass through them easily are called thermal conductors. 
Point out to children that this is not the same as electrical insulators & conductors, 
though many materials, e.g. copper, are good conductors of both thermal energy & 

electricity. So thermal conductivity is another important property of materials. 
Radiators are made of metal which allows the heat energy from the water inside to 

pass through into the room to warm the air. 
Ask children to think about how they could keep water warm in a container. What 
could they use as an insulator? Children work in pairs to generate as many ideas as 
possible in 2 min. Ask them to share the ideas they have and record them on f/c. 

 
Task: Divide the class into groups to plan an enquiry – choosing a wrapping for a 
container of warm water and comparing it to an unwrapped container to see the 
temperature difference, thus making it a fair test. Remind children about using 

thermometers safely. 
 

Plenary: Children share which was the best conductor and why.  They write a 
conclusion. 

 

Thermometers 
Cups 
Wool 

Tin foil 
Cotton fabric 

Fur 
Tissue paper 

Sellotape 
Masking tape 
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L.O.   To understand that reactions can be irreversible. 
 

Success Criteria: 
 

I must know what is meant by an irreversible reaction. 
 
I should be able to plan and launch a scientific enquiry into an irreversible 
reaction. 
 
I could explain what makes a reaction irreversible. 

 
I can use test results to make predictions to set up further comparative and fair 
tests 
 
I can report and present findings from enquiries, including conclusions, causal 
relationships and explanations of and a degree of trust in results, in oral and 
written forms such as displays and other presentations 
 
I can identify scientific evidence that has been used to support or refute ideas or 
arguments 
 

Input: Recap the unit so far. What have we learnt? Ask 
children to pair share what they think is meant by 

reversible and irreversible changes. Recap Y4 learning 
and show them some reversible changes e.g. water 
being frozen to ice. Ask them why this is reversible. 

Show them a clip about rusting. What kind of reaction is 
this and why? Show the children the magic balloon 

experiment. Ask them what they think will happen and 
why? 

 
Task: Children complete the ‘Magic Balloon’ experiment 

by mixing vinegar, baking soda and water in small, 
plastic drinks bottle and putting the balloon over the 

top. 
 

Plenary: Children write up the experiment and write 
why it was irreversible. 

Balloons 
Small plastic 
drink bottles 

Vinegar 
Baking soda 
Teaspoons 

Funnels 
Goggles 
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L.O.  I understand the difference 
between heating and burning. 

 
Success Criteria: 

 
I must understand that some reactions 
are irreversible. 
 
I should be able to explain what happens 
to everyday items when they are heated. 
 
I could explain the difference between 
heating and burning. 
 

I can report and present findings from 
enquiries, including conclusions, causal 
relationships and explanations of and a 
degree of trust in results, in oral and 
written forms such as displays and other 
presentations 
I can identify scientific evidence that has 
been used to support or refute ideas or 
arguments 
 

Input: Remind children of the rusty nail discussed in last week’s lesson. 
This is an irreversible change. We are going to look at another irreversible 

change today – burning. 

Show pictures of objects/materials and they describe what happens to 
each when they are heated. Are these changes reversible or irreversible? 

What happens if we cool the material? 

Teacher demonstration using sand tray, tongs, flame – candle? –What 
happens when common materials burn? Discuss fire triangle – fuel, 

oxygen, heat. Discuss examples of burning. 

Watch video of materials burning 

http://www.tes.co.uk/teaching-resource/Teachers-TV-How-Stuff-
Changes-6047886/ 

Task: Work in pairs following the link on iPads or in ICT suite to work 
through investigation in pairs. Photographs or screen shots as evidence 

for science books. 

Plenary: Ask children what is the difference between heating and 
burning? Ensure understanding of the difference between heating and 

burning and what remains if you burn something eg: ash. Show fire 
resistant labels and discuss importance. 

Class set of Ipads 
Candle 

Sand try 
Tongs 

Materials to burn e.g. match, 
candle, twig, paper 

Water 
 

http://www.tes.co.uk/teaching-
resource/Teachers-TV-How-Stuff-

Changes-6047886/ 
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